Previously, a crystal structure of hexa-DMF cobalt(II) complex [Co(DMF)6](BPh4)2 (DMF = N,N-dimethylformamide) was determined, 1 and its coordination geometry around cobalt(II) ion was found to be trigonally compressed. The distortion of this type is related to the splitting pattern of the ground term caused by the spin-orbit coupling; 2 controlling the distortion leads to controlling the magnetic behavior. Moreover, the structure of the complex could be approximated to a rather rare S6 point group. In this study we studied a dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) derivative with the aim of revealing its structural feature: symmetry and distortion.
The cobalt(II) complex [Co(DMSO)6](BPh4)2 (DMSO = dimethylsulfoxide) was prepared, and characterized by singlecrystal X-ray method. The compound crystallizes in the triclinic space group P1 and Z = 2 with cell parameters a = 12.551(2)Å, b = 13.087(2)Å, c = 21.491(3)Å, a = 88.818(4)˚, b = 74.243(3)˚, g = 64.296(3)˚, V = 3041.9(9)Å 3 . Six DMSO molecules coordinate to a cobalt(II) center to form a [Co(DMSO)6] 2+ cation, which can be approximated to an S6 point group. However, the coordination geometry can be best described as a pseudo-C2v symmetry with elongation along the O-Co-O axis. six DMSO molecules coordinate to a cobalt(II) ion to form an octahedral geometry. When we look at the bond distances around the central cobalt(II) ion (Table 3S) , we find that the octahedral CoO6 core seems to be tetragonally elongated along the O(1)-Co(1)-O(4) axis. On the other hand, when we focus on the CoO6S6 unit of the cation (see Fig. 3a ), we find that the unit can be approximated as an S6 point group, and the unit is trigonally compressed along the unique pseudo-S6 axis (see Table 2 The coordination geometry is tetragonally elongated along the O(1)-Co(1)-O(4) axis (+1.5%), while at the same time, it is trigonally compressed along the unique pseudo-S6 axis. However, the geometry is also tetragonally compressed (-1.1%) along the O(2)-Co(1)-O(5) axis (Table 2) , and both trigonal compression and trigonal elongation can be seen in different directions (Table 2) . Therefore, the best description for the coordination geometry is to use the C2v approximation (Fig. 3b) . In Fig. 3b , the principle pseudo-C2 axis is taken to be in the z direction, and two pseudo-sv planes are the xz and yz planes. The O(1)-Co(1)-O(4) axis is slightly bent toward the -z direction, which is a direction in a dihedral plane of an octahedral geometry. Moreover, the coordination geometry is significantly elongated along the x direction, slightly compressed along the y direction, and slightly elongated along the z direction. Although the pseudo-S6 symmetry has been observed in several derivatives, 3, 5 the deformation of the present complex is the largest among the [Co(DMSO)6] 2+ complexes. [3] [4] [5] [6] This is because a [Co(DMSO)6] 2+ cation in the present compound is perfectly surrounded by eight tetraphenylborate anions, which are attracted to the complex cation by eleven distinct CH·p interactions.
In conclusion, the present [Co(DMSO)6] 2+ complex cation could be approximated to the S6 point group with a trigonal compression along the unique pseudo-S6 axis; however, the coordination geometry could be best described by a pseudo-C2v symmetry with an elongation along an O-Co-O axis, which was perpendicular to the pseudo-C2 axis.
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